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Let D be a simple unital C*-algebra, let B be a UHF-algebra, and put 
A = B@ D. It is proved that if p, q E A are projections and r(p) < r(q) for all quasi- 
traces r on A, then p 6q (in the sense of Murray and von Neumann). A more 
general result involving positive operators in A is also proved. If D has linitely 
many extremal quasi-traces, and the projections in D @ K separate these, then it is 
proved that A has real rank zero. Finally it is proved that provided D is stably 
finite, then each positive state on K,(D) lifts to a quasi-trace. ‘c 1992 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [6], B. Blackadar poses a number of questions asking if the 
Murray-von Neumann comparison theory for von Neumann algebras 
extends, at least approximately, to the class of simple (unital) C*-algebras. 
One (hopeful) question asks: If given projections p and q in a simple 
(unital) C*-algebra A such that r(p) < T(q) for all traces r on A, is then 
p 5 q (in the sense of Murray and von Neumann)? This question is 
modified by replacing traces with quasi-traces (see Section 4 for a definition 
of quasi-traces). Note that there is a simple AF-algebra A and projections 
p and q in A such that t(p) < r(q) for all traces (and hence all quasi-traces) 
T on A and p g q (see [4, 7.6.21). In a more general comparison question 
projections are replaced with general positive elements together with an 
appropriate notion of comparison due to J. Cuntz (see Section 2), and 
quasi-traces are replaced with (lower semi-continuous) dimension functions 
(see Section 4). 
B. Blackadar’s article [6] contains a thorough discussion of these 
questions, which he calls the fundamental comparability questions, and 
partial answers. For very special simple C*-algebras, such as (simple) 
von Neumann algebras and (simple) AF-algebras, the fundamental com- 
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parability questions are known to hold in any version. From M. Rieffel’s 
works C-16, 171 it follows that the fundamental comparability question for 
projections holds in the irrational rotation algebras; and partial results in 
this direction for the Choi-algebras are obtained in [ 11. 
In this paper we consider simple C*-algebras A of the form B@ D for 
some UHF-algebra B and some simple C*-algebra D. It is proved that if 
p and q are projections in A and z(p) < z(q) for all quasi-traces r on A, 
then p 5 q; and also the more general comparison result involving general 
positive elements is established (see Theorem 5.2). As an application of the 
latter result, it is shown in Section 7 that if D has finitely many extremal 
quasi-traces, then the real rank of A is zero (see [lo]) if and only if the 
projections in DO K (where K denotes the C*-algebra of compact 
operators on a separable Hilbert space) separate the quasi-traces on D. 
Another application of Theorem 5.2 is established in Section 6, where it 
is proved that if D is a stably finite simple C*-algebra, then every state on 
the ordered K,-group of D lifts to a quasi-trace on D. 
2. COMPARISON THEORY IN C*-ALGEBRAS 
J. Cuntz’ comparison theory for positive elements in a C*-algebra 
(cf. [ll, 121) is defined, and some results needed later are established. 
However not entirely accurate, the reader may think of this comparison 
theory as the Murray-von Neumann comparison theory applied to the 
“range projections” of the positive elements in the C*-algebra. 
For each .s>O deline,f,:: [w, + [w, by 
i 
0, l<E 
f,(t)= E-l(t-E), &<tt2& 
1, t 2 2E. 
Let in the following A be a unital C*-algebra with positive cone denoted 
A+. Let x, YE A+. Write x 2 y if x Q ryr* for some r E A, and write x 5 y 
iff,(x) 6 y for all E>O. It is straightforward to see that 5 (and 2 ) define 
preorderings on A +, and that x s y implies x 5 y. Say that x - y if x 5 y 
and y5x. 
Note that if g, he C(sp(x))“, then g(x) 5 h(x) if {t / g(t) # 0} G 
{t 1 h(t) # O}. In particular we have x - x0 for all a > 0. 
The following proposition shows that the above comparison theory 
when applied to projections yields the usual Murray and von Neumann 
theory. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p, q E A be projections. Then p 5 q if and only if 
there is v E A such that vu* = p and v*v <q. 
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Proof Since p =f,(p) for 0 <E < l/2, p 5 q implies that p < rqr* for 
some r E A. Put u = prq E A. Then p = VU* and u*u < q. The converse is 
obvious. 1 
The next proposition generalizes the fact that close projections are 
equivalent. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let x, y E A + with I/x - y I( < 6. Then f6(x) 2 y. 
Proof: Put 6, = IIx - yll, and note that x - ho. 1 < y. Now 
(6 - ~o)fa(x) Gfs(x)“’ (x - do.1 )fs(x)1’2<f6(x)1’2 Yfs(x)1’2, 
and sofs(x) 6 ryr* when r = (6 - S,)“‘fs(x)“‘. 1 
The lemma below shows that the preordering 5 extends the usual order 
d on A+. (This is not the case for s.) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let x, y E A + with x d y. 
(a) There is r E A such that x = ry1j2r*, and 
(b) there are r,, E A such that r,, yrz + x. 
Proof: (a) From [14, Proposition 1.4.51, there is r E A such that 
p = ry1/4. 
(b) For each 6 >o, Put g,(t)=min{t-‘,6-‘}, telR+, 
rs = x”‘g,( y)“*, and s6 = x”‘( 1 - g,(y) Y)“~. Then sssf = x - r6 yr:, and 
a5 = (1 - ga(Y) YP2 x(1- SLAY) Y)l’* Q (1 - g,(y) Y) Y. 
It follows that 
lim [Ix - r6 yr$II = bimO IIsg*sgll =0. 1 
6+0 
We give below various equivalent formulations of x5 y. In particular 
(i) o (iii) shows that the definition of 5 given above agrees with Cuntz’ 
definition in [ 121. Recall that the stable rank of A is one, written sr(A) = 1, 
if GL(A), the group of invertible elements in A, is dense in A (see [ 163 for 
more about stable rank). Moreover, U(A) denotes the group of unitaries in 
A, and A, is the hereditary subalgebra of A generated by y E A+. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let x, y E A +. The following are equivalent : 
0) X~Y, 
(ii) 3r,EA:r,yr,+-,x, 
(iii) 3rj, sje A: rj ys, + x, and 
(iv) Ve>O36>03r~A:f,(x)=rf,(y)r*. 
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If, in addition, sr(A) = 1, then (i)-(iv) are equioalent to 
(v) vE>O3uEu(A):uf,(x)u*EA,. 
Proof: (i) * (ii). Let E > 0 and find s E A such that f,(x) 6 sys*. From 
Lemma 2.3, there is t E A such that 
Iltsys*t* -f,(x)ll GE. 
Find gEC(R+)+ with IIgll = 1, such that Ilx-g(x)fE(x) g(x)11 GE, and 
put r = g(x) ts. Then I/ryr* - x/I f 2~. 
(ii) * (iii). This is obvious. 
(iii) =E. (i) Assume that r, ysi -+ x. Put a, = rjy’j2, b, = Y”~s, and let 
E > 0. Choose j large enough so that 
IlUibjb:L7;” -X21/ <E. 
Then by Proposition 2.2, 
fc(x2)Sajbjb,Fa~< IlbJ2aiu:5y. 
Hence x2 5 y, and because x2 -x we get x 5 y. 
(ii) 3 (iv). Let E > 0 be given, and find sr E A such that 
Put h,(t)=max{O,t-6). Then h,(y)-f,(y), and h,(y)-+y as 6+0. 
Hence 
for some 6 > 0, and s1 h,,(y) ST = ~~f~~(y) s: for some s2 E A. This together 
with Proposition 2.2 shows that we can find s3 E A with 
put z = SJZd(Y) ‘I2 Then z = u (.z, where u E A* * is a partial isometry and ’
IZI = (z*zp2, and (s4=)u Iz\“~EA (cf. [15]). Moreover, s4fs(y)=s4, and 
so 
hfc4Y) sq*12 = (Qc)2 = zz* = S3f2dY) s: >/f,(x). 
From Lemma 2.3 it tinally follows that there is r E A such that f,(x) = 
rfdy) r*. 
(iv) * (i). This is obvious once it is noted that fs(y) 5 y. 
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(v) =z. (iii). Let E > 0 and find UE U(A) so that uf,(x) U* E A,. Then 
there is r E A such that 
Let gEC(R+)+ be such that llg(~)~~(x)-xl~ GE; and [IgIl ,< 1. Then 
II g(x) u*yryu - XII Q 2E. 
Assume now that sr(A) = 1. We prove (iv) * (v). Given E > 0, find 6 > 0 
and r E A such that 
fEj2(x) = rfa(y) r*. 
Put z = r&(y) ‘I2 From [ 151 there is u E U(A) such that .
ufy&z*) u* =fi,2(z*z). 
Now z*z E A,, and 
u!(x) u* 6 4fi,Z0.L,2(X)) u* = d,,z(zz*) u* =fl,2(z*zL 
which proves U&(X) U* E A,. 1 
Note also the following proposition by Cuntz. 
PROPOSITION 2.5 [ 12, Proposition 1.11. Let x, x’, y, y’ E A + be such 
that x 5 y, x’ 5 y’, and y I y’ (ix., yy’ = 0). Then x + x’ 5 y + y’. 
We shall in the following sections consider comparison theory in M,(A) 
(=U,“=, M,(A)) with inclusions M,(A) 3 x + (G 8) E M, + ,(A), and 
M,(A) is neither a C*-algebra nor unital. However, any finite number of 
elements in M,(A) all lie in M,(A) for some large enough n, and M,(A) 
is a unital C*-algebra. 
3. PARTIALLY ORDERED ABELIAN SEMIGROUPS 
For the purpose of having a convenient frame for the comparison theory 
discussed in Section 2, the following (brief) discussion on partially ordered 
abelian semigroups is included. See also [S]. 
A partially ordered abelian semigroup (S, d ) is an abelian semigroup S 
with a partial ordering < satisfying s, + s2 < tl + t, if sj< tj. It is further 
assumed that S has a zero-element 0, and that 0 < s for all s E S. 
An element t E S is called a strong order unit if for each SE S there is 
nEN such that s,<n.t. 
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A state d on (S, < ) is an order preserving additive map d: S + R + . 
Say that (S, < ) is almost unperforated if for k, k’ E N and s, t E S, 
k.s<k’.t and k>k’ implies set. 
The two propositions below are slight restatements/elaborations of
results from [13]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (cf. [ 13, Lemma 4.11). Let S he a partially ordered 
abelian semigroup. Let t, t’ E S be such that t is a strong order unit and 
d( t’) < d(t) for all states d on S. Then there is n E N and u E S such that 
n-t’+u<n.t+u. 
Proof Let G(S) be the Grothendieck group of S, and denote by [s] the 
image of s E S in G(S). Let G(S) + be the set of all elements of the form 
Csl - CS’I? where s,s’~S and s+u>s’+u for some UES. Then 
(G(S), G(S)+ ) is a partially ordered abelian group, and [t] is a strong 
order unit (cf. [ 131). 
Assume that n.t’+u<n.t+u for all ngN and all YES. Then 
n [t’] 6 n . [t] for all n E N, and so by [ 13, Lemma 4.11, there is a state 
a on G(S) with 
a([fl,2~~[tl,(=1,. 
Set d(s) = a( [s]) for s E S. Then d is a state on S and d(t’) 2 d(t). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (cf. [4, Theorem 6.8.51). Let S be a partially ordered 
abelian semigroup which is almost unperforated. Let t, t’ E S be such that t is 
a strong order unit and d( t’) < d(t) for all states d on S. Then t’ < t. 
Proof Let ,Z be the set of all states d on S with d(t) = 1. Then C is 
compact in the topology of pointwise convergence, and so there is a real 
number c < 1 such that d( t’) d c for all d E Z. Find m, m’ E N with m’ > m 
and m/m’ > c. Then d(m’t) < d(mt) for all d E E, and so for all states d 
on S, because each such is proportional to an element of Z. 
By Proposition 3.1 there is n E N and u E S such that 
(nm’) t’ + u < (nm) . t + u. (1) 
Upon applying (1) k times, one obtains 
(knm’) t’ + u < (knm) . t + u, kEN. 
There is 1 E N such that u d I. t, and so we get 
(knm’) t’ d (knm + I) . t, kEN. (2) 
If k is large enough so that knm’> knm + 1, then (2) together with the 
assumption that S is almost unperforated yields that t’ < t. 1 
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4. DIMENSION FUNCTIONS AND QUASI-TRACES 
Let A be a unital C*-algebra, and let M,(A) be U,“=, M,(A) with 
inclusions x + (G z). F or each x E M,(A)+ let (x) denote the equivalence 
class containing x with respect to the equivalence relation - defined in 
Section 2. Define (x) + (y) = (x’+ JJ’) where X’E (x), y’~ (v), and 
x’ 1 y’. Use Proposition 2.5 to see that this is well-defined. Let S(A) be the 
set of all (x), and define a partial order on S(A) by (x) < (y) if xN<y. 
This way S(A) becomes a partially ordered abelian semigroup in the sense 
of Section 3. This construction is found in Cuntz’ paper [ 123, where he 
goes on to consider the Grothendieck group of S(A) which he calls K,*(A). 
The most interesting aspect of S(A) and K,*(A) is their states, and 
obviously they are the same. A state d on S(A) with d( ( 1 A )) = 1 is called 
a dimension function; and the set of all such d is called DF(A). (Dimension 
functions are usually defined on M,(A)+.) If dEDF(A) and 
d((x))<liminfd((x,)) 
n 
whenever x, +x, then d is lower semicontinuous, and the set of all such d 
is denoted LDF(A). B. Blackadar and D. Handelman note that 
PROPOSITION 4.1 (cf. [6, 71). Let d E DF(A ) and se? 
d(W=~l_m/d((flW), XEM,(A)+. (3) 
Then deLDF(A),d<d, andd=difdcLDF(A). 
Proof: d is well-defined and de DF(A). To prove this it s&ices to show 
that d( (x)) < d( (v)) when x 5 y. (d is clearly additive.) Let E > 0. From 
Proposition 2.4 there is 6 > 0 such that f,(x) Sf6(y), and so 
de LDF(A). Assume that x,-+x, and let E>O be given. Then 
j&(x) 5 x, for n large by Proposition 2.2, and by Proposition 2.4 for these 
n there are 6,>0 such that f,(x)sjfa,(x,). Hence, for n large, 
which proves d( (x ) ) < lim inf, d( (x, ) ). 
dud. This is because f,(x) 6x for all E > 0, and so d( (f,(x))) < 
4(x)). 
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~ELDF(A) implies d=d. Set h,(t)=max{t-s,O},tER+. Then 
h,(x) -YE(x) and h,(x) +x as E + 0. Hence 
d((x))~liminfd((f,,,,(x)))=~,~d((,f,(x)))=d((x)), 
n 
and so d=d. 1 
4.2. A (normalized) quasi-trace on A is a function z: A -+ @ satis- 
fying 
(i) r( 1) = 1, 
(ii) 0 Q r(xx*) = $X*X), XE A, 
(iii) t(a + ib) = z(a) + k(b), a, b E A,,, 
(iv) z is linear on abelian sub-C*-algebras of A, 
(v) z extends to a function from M,(A) to @ satisfying (i)-(iv). 
The set of all quasi-traces on A is denoted QT(A). This notation was 
introduced in [7]. It is an open problem whether all quasi-traces must be 
traces. 
Let r E QT(A) and put 
4((x)) = !eo 4fc(x)), XEM,(A)+. (4) 
Blackadar and Handelman [7] show that d, is well-defined and that 
d,E LDF(A). Moreover, they prove that (4) in fact establishes an 
isomorphism between LDF(A) and Q?“(A): 
THEOREM 4.3 [7, Theorem X2.23. r de LDF(A), then d= d, for some 
T E QT(A). 
5. COMPARISON THEORY FOR SIMPLE C*-ALGEBRAS 
TENSORED WITH A UHF-ALGEBRA 
The fundamental comparability question is affirmed for C*-algebras of 
the form B@ D where B is a UHF-algebra and D is a simple unital 
C*-algebra. 
If x E A, then let x @ 1 n denote the element 
i x 0 . 0 x . .” ..  . 0 ; :I 
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of M,,(A). It follows from Proposition 2.4 that if x, ygA+, then k. (x) d 
k’ . (y) if and only if there are rj E M,JA) such that 
r,(y@ lk,) rf -+x0 I,, 
where M,&A) denotes the k x k’ matrices over A‘. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let B be a UHF-algebra, and let D be a unital C*-algebra. 
Then S(B@ D) is almost unperforated. 
Proof: Put A = BQ D. We must prove that given x, YE M,(A)+ and 
k,k’EN such that k>k’ and k.(x)dk’.(y), then (x)<(y) (i.e., 
x 5 y). Since x, y E M,(A) for some n, upon changing B to M,(B), we may 
assume that x, YEA+. 
We have A = lim A, where A, = M,,(D) with connecting maps p,,,: 
A, + A,, m 3 n, given by 
PL,,m(x)=xQl”,ir.,. 
Let ,I,,: A, -+ A be the inclusion maps. 
Assume first that x, YE 1,&A,,) for some n,, and let E > 0. There are 
ri E M,J A) such that 
ri(y@lk,)r/*+x@lk, 
Since u,“=, &(A,,) is dense in A, there is n>,n, and rcMk.JAn(A)) such 
that 
Ilr(y@l,.)r*-x@l,j)<E. 
From Proposition 2.2 it follows that 
fe(x)@lk5r(yOlkr)r* 
relative to M,(I,(A,)); and so k. (f,(x)) <k’ . (y) in S(I,(A,)). 
Find m > n such that 
(I=) v,/v,~(l/k’- l/k)-‘. 
Then dk’ d 1~ dk for some dE N, and so 
in S(I,(A,)). This means that f,(x) 5 y in &(A,), and hence also relative 
to A. Since E > 0 was arbitrary, this proves x 5 y. 
Assume now that x, y E A + are arbitrary, and let E > 0 be given. From 
Proposition 2.4 there is 6 >O and rEM,,.(A) such that 
fE14(x) 0 1, = r(fAy) 0 1 k.1 r*. 
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There is n E N and x’, y’ E &,(A,) + such that 
IIY-Y’ll <h 
II f,,*(x) -f&‘)Il < l/2, 
and 
II L&‘)O 1, - r(f6(.0@ lk,) r*ll < l/2. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
From Proposition 2.2, (7) implies that 
f,,Ax’)O 1,~fi,Af+W)Q lk) Sr(fdv’)Q lk,) r*, 
and so k. (&(x’)) <k’ . (fJy’)). By the first part of the proof it follows 
that f&x’) sf&(y’); and by (5), (6), and Proposition 2.2 we get 
f&b) ~f1,*cMx)) Sf&‘) SfJY’) 5 Y. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, this proves x 5 y. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let D be a simple unital C*-algebra, let B be a 
UHF-algebra, and set A = B@ D. 
(a) Ifx, REM,+, y#O, andd(x)<d(y)foralldELDF(A), then 
x5 y. 
(b) Zf p, qE AQ K are projections, q # 0, and t(p) < z(q) for all 
T E QT(A), then p 5 q (in the sense of Murray and von Neumann). 
ProoJ: (a) Let E > 0, let de DF(A), and let de LDF(A) be as in (3). 
Then 
d((f,(x)))Gd(<x))<d((y))<d((y)). (8) 
Since ( 1, ) is a strong order unit for S(A), each state on S(A) is propor- 
tional to an element of DF(A), and so (8) holds for all states d on S(A). 
Because A is simple and y # 0 it follows that ( y ) is a strong order unit for 
S(A) (cf. [12]), and so (f,(x)) d (y) by Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 5.1. 
As E > 0 was arbitrary, (a) follows. 
(b) Because each projection in A @ K is equivalent to a projection in 
M,(A), we may assume that p, q E M,(A). Let d E LDF(A). Then by 
Theorem4.2 there is ~EQT(A) such that d=d,, and dr((r))=r(r) 
for each projection r. Hence (b) follows from part (a) together with 
Proposition 2.1. 1 
Part (b) improves [S, Theorem 4.3.4; 6, Theorem 5.2.11. 
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6. LIFTING STATES ON K,(A) TO QUASI-TRACES 
Let A be a stably finite unital C*-algebra (i.e., for every II and every 
REM,,, u*u= 1 implies uu*= 1). A statefon (K,(A), K,(A)+, Cl,,,]) is 
a group homomorphism f: K,(A) -+ iw with f(&(A)+) c [w+ and 
f(C1,41)= 1. 
If r E QT(A), then 
t*(bl - Cql) = T(P) - z(q), (9) 
where p, q E A 0 K are projections, defines a state r* on K,(A) (cf. [6]). 
The theorem below affirms Question 3.4.6 of Blackadar [6]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be a simple stably finite C*-algebra, and let f be a 
state on K,,(A). Then f = z* for some 7 E QT(A). 
ProoJ: Let B be a UHF-algebra with trace tO. Then 4, : z + toQ t 
defines an isomorphism from QT(A) onto QT(B@A). Let Z(K,(D)) 
denote the state space of K,(D). Then &: f + (r,,)* 0 f is an isomorphism 
from E(K,(A)) onto C(K,(B@ A)), when K,(B@ A) is identified with 
K,(B) 0 z &(A ). 
Also, 4, and & make the diagram 
QT(A) A QT(BOA) 
l 
I 
* 
I 
~(&(A )) - ” E(Ko(BQA)) 
commute, and so it suffices to prove that *: QT(B@ A) --, Z(K,(B @ A)) 
is surjective. However, this follows from Theorem 5.2(b) together with 
[6, Proposition 3.4.73. 1 
7. THE REAL RANK OF SIMPLE C*-ALGEBRAS 
TENSORED WITH A UHF-ALGEBRA 
L. Brown and G. K. Pedersen introduce in [lo] the notion of real rank 
of a C*-algebra which, as is the case for M. Rieffel’s stable rank (see [16]), 
generalizes the notion of topological dimension. They prove that RR(A) = 0, 
the real rank of A is zero, if and only if each hereditary subalgebra of A 
has an approximate unit of projection, the so-called property HP. This 
again is equivalent to a number of other properties of A, cf. [lo]. 
Provided that D is a stably finite simple C*-algebra with finitely many 
extremal quasi-traces, and B is a UHF-algebra, we decide when 
RR(B Q D) = 0. 
580/107/2-3 
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LEMMA 7.1. Let D he a simple unital C*-algebra with precisely n ( < CO) 
extremal quasi-traces 5,) . . . . z,, and assume that the projections in D 0 K 
separate QT(D) (i.e., if z, t’ E QT(D) and z # z’, then T(P) # t’(p) for some 
projection p E D @ K). Let B be a UHF-algebra Gth trace tO. Then the set 
is a dense subset of 58: . 
Proof. The assumption that projections in D 0 K separate QT(D) is 
equivalent to assuming that the vectors 
V(P) = (T,(P), ...? T,,(P))E R”, 
where PE DQ K is a projection, span R”. (The converses to both 
statements are equivalent to the existence of a non-zero vector a E R” such 
that a . v(p) = 0 for all projections p E D 0 K.) 
Put IL = (rO)* (K,(B)), and note that II is a dense subset of R. Moreover, 
D= {((GQ~,), (~1, .. . . (~,Qt,)* (~))I~E&(BQD)I 
i 
k 
= c ,I,v(p,) 1 jb, E [I, pi E D @ K are projections , 
,=I I 
and the latter set is seen to be dense in R”. 
Assume that (tl ,..., t,)eD and t,>O. Then (to@z,),(~)=t,,j=l ,..., n, 
for some ~EK,,(B@D). Write a=[~]-[q], with P,~E(B@D)@K 
projections. Then 
and so t(p) > r(q) for all r E QT(B@ D). From Theorem 5.2(b), this implies 
that q is equivalent to a subprojection p0 of p. Hence r = p - p,, is a projec- 
tion, and (r,@ Tj)(r) = tj. Since D n lR; is dense in R”+, this completes the 
proof. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let D be a stably finite simple unital C*-algebra with 
finitely many extremal quasi-traces, and let B be a UHF-algebra. Then 
RR(BQ D) = 0 if and only if the projections in D @ K separate QT(D). 
Proof Put A = B@ D, and let z0 be the trace on B. Assume first that 
RR(A) = 0. Let t, r’ E QT(D) be such that r(p) = s’(p) for all projections 
p E D @I K. Then z0 @ r(p) = t0 @ r’(p) for all projections p E A. From [lo] 
and the assumption that RR(A) = 0, each self-adjoint aE A can be 
approximated with an element of the form Cl=, Ajp,. where kje 54 and 
p, , . . . . pk are mutually orthogonal (and hence commuting) projections in A. 
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It follows that rO@ r and r,@ T’ agree on all self-adjoint elements on A; 
and from 4.2(iii), z0 0 r = t0 0 5’. Thus T(X) = (r, @ r)( 1 0 x) = (T, 0 r’) 
(1 Ox) = r’(x) for each x E D, and T = r’. 
Suppose now that the projections in DO K separate QT(D). We must 
prove that A has property HP, and to do so it will suffice to show that A,, 
the hereditary subalgebra of A generated by x E A +, has an approximate 
unit of projections for each x E A +. Given x E A + we find projections pj E A 
such that 
where S, = 8 -‘; and it is straightforward to check that {P,>~, iBI will be an 
approximate unit for A ‘i. Of course, to find the p,, it s&ices for each 6 > 0 
to find a projection p E A with fs(x) d p <f&x). 
Let 6 > 0 be given. If sp(x) n (S/4, 6/2) = 0, then f6,4(x) is a projection, 
and we may take p =fa,4(~). Assume sp(x) n (h/4, 6/2) # 0. Then 
for all z E QT(A). By Lemma 7.1, there is a projection q E K such that 
for all z E QT(A); and from Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 52(a), we have 
We may assume that q E M,(A) for some n. Since q =f,(q) when 
0 <E < l/2, it follows that q sf6,4(x) implies that q = r&,(x) r* for some 
r E M,(A). Put u = ~f6+,(x)*‘~. Then q = uu*, and so u*u (=q’) is a projec- 
tion, q’ - 4, and 4’ E Ahj,cx, (= A,). Now f&.x) 5 q’, and this relation also 
holds relative to A, and relative to A;, A, with a unit adjoined. (Indeed, 
if r,q’r,F +fs,2(x), then s,q’s,* +fs,2(x) where sj =fs,4(~) rjq’ E A, c A;.) It 
is proved in [18] that sr(A)=l, by [9] we have A,@KrA@K, and by 
[16] the following implications hold: 
sr(A)= lasr(A@K)= 1 dsr(A,,@K)= 1 
=sr(A,)= 1 asr(A;)= 1. 
Thus, by Proposition 2.4, there is UE U(A;) such that ufs(x) U* E q’Aq’. 
Put p = u*q’u. Then p is a projection, fb(x) < p, pe A,, and so 
P G fa,dx). I 
If D is simple and unital but not stably finite, then by [ 18, Theorem 6.83, 
B @ D is purely infinite, and by [ 191 it then follows that RR(B@ D) = 0. 
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An example of a stably finite simple C*-algebra D where the projections 
in D @ K do not separate QT(D) (which in this example equals the set of 
traces on D) can be found in [S]. 
For most specific examples of (simple) C*-algebras, the traces on the 
algebra are well known. Within a certain class of C*-algebras (see [7]), it 
is known that all quasi-traces are traces. However, the reduced C*-algebras 
of the free group on n generators, C,*(F,), n > 2, are known to have a 
unique trace, but little is known about their quasi-traces. Upon looking at 
the K-theory of these algebras, it can be decided that all quasi-traces on 
these algebras agree on the projections on the stable algebra. It follows that 
the real rank of any of these C*-algebras tensored with a UHF-algebra is 
zero if and only if all their quasi-traces are traces. 
As a final remark, note that the simple unital projectionless C*-algebra 
constructed in [2] of course does not have real rank zero. It has a unique 
trace, and belongs to the class of C*-algebras (described in [7]) where 
quasi-traces are known to be traces. Hence it follows from Theorem 7.2 
that Blackadar’s algebra tensored with any UHF-algebra has real rank 
zero. In particular, RR(B 0 D) = 0 for some UHF-algebra B does not 
imply RR(D)=O. (Compare with Question 5.9 in [18-j.) 
Note added in proof After this paper was submitted, U. Haagerup proved that every 
quasi-trace on an exact C*-algebra is a trace. This holds in particular for the C*-algebras 
C,* (F,), n 2 2, and SO the real rank of these C*-algebras tensored with a UHF-algebra is zero. 
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